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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Children, not all of humanity understands the universal science of the evolutionary cycles. Not all
believe that these cycles truly exist and, still less, that they impel the consciousness to a certain
apprenticeship.

All Creation responds to the Universal Laws, which are principles that organize life based on divine
energies and rays. These Laws are captured and radiated by the Mirrors of the Cosmos and are
received by the mirror in your own interior, so that then they can be lived and practiced on all levels
of consciousness.

An evolutionary cycle is the moment in which the Creator sends, to His Creation, certain divine rays
that organize new laws and impulses and that, radiated by the mirrors, must reach every creature so
that they will express them.

These impulses of the Divine in each new evolutionary cycle try to lead His creatures to a more
profound approximation to His Consciousness, through love and transformation. Not to live the
cycles and not to open oneself to the impulses is like closing the doors of consciousness to the
evolution, to the approximation to God and to the return to the Origin.

The 8th of August of each year represents a synthesis of all impulses given by God until then, when
the Creator gathers the principles He aspires humanity to achieve and sends them to the world like
rays of light for them to reach His creatures.

Although these impulses renew themselves at each new smaller cycle that you will live throughout
the year, the response emitted to the Father on the 8th of August is primary for the evolution and
assimilation of the cycles to follow.

To send this response to God, children, you do not need anything extraordinary: only to open the
heart and dispose yourselves in consciousness for the Creator to be able to act in your beings.

You must be spiritually available for this union with God to be a priority in your lives and for the
love to His Plan to guide you to unveil the truth about human creation.

It was on an 8th of August that the Lord sent His Holy Servant to the world, because She represents
all the divine rays, all the mirrors, all the graces. Mary represents to humanity the path to the
manifestation of the Divine Plan.

For the Living Christ to be gestated within you, as Mary gestated Him in Her Womb, you must
follow Her and learn with Her about Her Purity and Her Love, about Her capacity to love and to
obey God above all things.

May this new 8th of August find you awakened and willing to be reborn. Live the new cycles with
fullness and do not let the impulses pass by without transforming you completely.
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Your Father and Instructor, 

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


